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The publisher regrets that there were errors in the editorial process that resulted in
typographical mistakes in the paper “Small Littlewood–Richardson coefficients” by
Ikenmeyer, Journal of Algebraic Combinatorics, published online February 12, 2016.
Some line numbers and symbols got replaced. In particular the following unfortunate
changes were made.

1. On page 9 “starting after line 1” should read “starting after line 3” instead.
2. On page 10 “and instead of returning FALSE in line 1, return |S|” should read

“and instead of returning FALSE in line 12, return |S|” instead.
3. On page 10 “in line 1 is always false” should read “in line 8 is always false” instead.
4. On page 13 “the statement for both in line 2” should read “the statement for both

in line 4” instead.
5. On page 15 “in which situations the condition of line 3 is satisfied” should read

“in which situations the condition of line 12 is satisfied” instead.
6. On page 15 “Hence in line 3, only elements of PZ are printed. The flows printed

in line 3” should read “Hence in line 2, only elements of PZ are printed. The flows
printed in line 13” instead.

7. On page 16 “(a) Algorithm 3 prints an element in line 3 and returns” should read
“(a) Algorithm 3 prints an element in line 2 and returns” instead.

The online version of the original article can be found under doi:10.1007/s10801-015-0658-2.
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8. On page 16 “(c) Algorithm 3 prints an element in line 3 and returns” should read
“(c) Algorithm 3 prints an element in line 12 and returns” instead.

9. On page 16 “foundpath = FALSE in line 3” should read “foundpath =
FALSE in line 12” instead.

10. On page 16 “ f + π(pq) is printed in line 3” should read “ f + π(pq) is printed
in line 13” instead.

11. On page 16 “This is guaranteed by line 3” should read “This is guaranteed by line
13” instead.

12. On page 17 “If we delete line 3” should read “If we delete line 13” instead.
13. Onpage28, second line, “bothσ(♦, c) ∈ {−4,−3, . . . , 3, 4} and are fι-special”

should read “both and are fι-special” instead.
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